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Abstract 
The advent of FinFET technology necessitates a shift towards early dynamic power            

awareness, not only for ASIC block designers but also for software engineers that             

develop code for those blocks.  

CMOS dynamic power is typically reduced by optimizing the RTL models in terms of              

switching activity and clock gating efficiency. There is not much to be done after a               

model is committed. Programmable blocks though, like the Phoenix 4 Digital Signal            

Processor(EMCA Ericsson Multi Core Architecture), can have a “second chance” for           

low power even after silicon is produced by efficient use of the software source code               

in order to impact the dynamic power metrics. This requires a "full-stack" of power              

awareness all the way from the DSP hardware model up to the software development              

IDE. 

This Thesis work aims at two goals. The first goal is to realize a prototype,               

encapsulated flow for the DSP software developers which connects software IDE           

entry point to the low level, complex hardware power analysis tools. The second goal              

is to demonstrate how software can be used as an auxiliary knob to exploit potential               

tradeoffs  in  order to improve the  DSP's dynamic power metrics.  

This hypothesis is tested by rescheduling operations on the DSP's resources either            

manually or implicitly through the compiler. Moreover, a method to align and            

compare algorithms, when it is possible to tradeoff performance for power, is devised             

and the estimation  results  are  compared against real silicon  measurements. 

The results show that the developed analysis flow is reliable and very efficient for the               

given purpose, even for people who have limited knowledge about low level hardware             

to facilitate quick power exploration and profiling. This is mainly realized by a             

unique feature that associates specific lines in the source code with the toggling             

behavior of the hardware model while execution. Based on that, the tradeoffs            

between power and performance for several testcases are demonstrated at both the            

assembly  and C levels  with  good  correlation versus silicon.  

Overall, this work's outcome hints that the compiler and software teams have many             

options to consider in order to optimize dynamic power for products already in the              

field. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the basic outline of this thesis would be made clear, by introducing               

existing  problem, our  solution,  goals and main  results. 

1.1 Problem statement 
Nowadays, It is common to use FitBit wearables to monitor users’ calories and heart              

rate, so that the users are able to optimize their lifestyle and become healthier.              

Without an efficient way to monitor their bodies, people would have no way of              

knowing how to make  themselves healthier. 

Power, on the other hand, can be seen as the “health” of DSP and ASIC blocks. Along                 

with the increasing clock frequencies and packing density, the power issue is one of              

the most significant concerns in digital IC design. After the hardware design is             

freezed and silicon is manufactured, software would make a big difference on power             

consumption.  

However, software engineers nowadays are working blindly with no way of knowing            

how their programs are executed on the board or how the power efficiency would be               

influenced by the software, just like people with no FitBit and therefore no idea about               

their  own body. 

1.2 Solutions 

To solve this power issue in EMCA DSP (EMCA Ericsson Multi Core Architecture), at              

the beginning, the issue itself should be identified and located, which means the             

power  dissipation  in  CMOS should be  analyzed  and estimated  in  details. 

The power dissipation can be classified by components, which are the transient and             

static component. Transient component has two subtypes of dissipation, which are           

dynamic power, short-circuit power. Static component has two subtypes of          

dissipation, which are static power and leakage power 
[1]

. In the rest of this thesis, all               

of those different types of power dissipation would be discussed and compared. In             

this project, an analysis flow that targets the leakage power and dynamic power             

would be introduced as a main goal, acting as the “FitBit wearable” for software              

engineers to  estimate  the power efficiency for  their programs  running on the DSP.  

Then the optimization should be exploited to fight against the power dissipation,            

which could be seen as another main goal of this master project and thesis. The most                

widely used and efficient way is to apply low-power methodology in the early             

decisions of RTL design phase, but in this way the power optimization cannot be              

improved further after the hardware design and silicon is committed or           
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manufactured. Therefore, the software optimization can be seen as an additional way            

to apply  the power optimization. 

1.3 Goals 

The work  of this  project  would  be  organized  into two  goals: 

The first goal is to realize an encapsulated flow for the DSP software developers              

which connects software IDE entry point to the low level, complex hardware power             

analysis  tools. 

1. Transparent extraction of power metrics by scripting a flow that combines           

power  tools  in  use today for ASIC  design towards that  direction. 

2. Evaluate the turnaround time for results to facilitate quick power exploration           

and profiling. 

The second goal is to demonstrate how software can be used as a secondary knob to                

improve the DSP  dynamic  power metrics,  based on the  analysis  flow implemented. 

1. Basic exploration of tradeoffs between performance and low power at the           

assembly  level. 

2. Profile  the optimization  capabilities  of the compiler  for  low power C code. 

3. Estimate the low power optimization using analysis flow and measurement on           

the real board. 

Each step in such process mentioned above would be discussed in details in the rest               

part of this  thesis. 

1.4 Main results 

In this project, the goals mentioned in the chapter 1.3 would be discussed and              

realized  in  details. 

For the first goal, an analysis flow -- “p4paFlow” that connects software IDE entry              

point to the low level, complex hardware power analysis would be introduced. It is              

proved to be efficient and easy-to-use even for software engineers who have limited             

knowledge about low level hardware. The evaluation based on p4paFlow would show            

its usability  and reliability. 

For the second goal, both of assembly and C programs would be used as testcases,               

and optimization would be exploited manually in assembly and automatically by           

compiler in C. Based on the different optimization methodologies, the analysis flow            

estimation shows the tradeoffs between performance and low power. According to           

the measurement on the real board, more remarkable phenomenons can be           

observed,  such as temperature fluctuation,  which needs our attention  in  industry. 
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2. Literature Study 
To solve the problem, the problem should be identified at first. In this part, different               

types and sources  of power  dissipation  in  CMOS  digital ICs  are discussed. 

2.1 Types of power dissipation 
Based on different types of components, power dissipations in CMOS digital ICs can             

be classified as those for transient component and static component, and these two             

types can be classified  further  into four  types  by  how  the power dissipates:
[1]

 

Transient component: 

1. Dynamic  power  dissipation  (P 
DYN

) 

2. Short-Circuit  power  dissipation  (P 
SC

) 

Static Component: 

1. Static power  dissipation  (P
STATIC

) 

2. Leakage  power  dissipation  (P 
LEAK

) 

To reduce those power dissipations, at the beginning, the full scope understanding of             

the theory should be made clear. Hence each type of power dissipations mentioned             

above would be discussed in details, and then move on to the next part describing               

how to solve these  dissipations. 

2.2 Dynamic power dissipation 
Those Dynamic  power  dissipations  come  from  sources  in CMOS, which are: 

[2]
  

1. Charging  and discharging  of capacitance. 

2. pMOS and nMOS  transistors. 

 

Fig 2-1. Dynamic power dissipation 
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As it is shown in the Fig 2-1, those two sources would lead to power dissipation on                 

both rising and falling edge transition, and total dynamic power dissipation can be             

calculated  by: 

P DYN =  (C L * V2DD * α *  fCLK) / 2 

Besides the common elements such as frequency and voltage, this formula consists of             

these  factors  that  need  our  attention: 

1. C
L

stands for the load capacitance as the sum of both intrinsic capacitance and              

extrinsic load capacitance.  

2. α stands for activity factor which is the expected number of transitions from 0              

to 1 or  from  1 to 0  per  clock  cycle  (0%  --  200%) 

The α factor here is essential in this case, which means the dynamic power              

dissipation is a data dependent function of switching activity. The α factor here is our               

main factor that we intend to optimize in the project to decrease the dynamic power               

dissipation. In order to decrease the P
DYN 

, C 
L 

, V
DD

, f
CLK

can be optimized, but these      
 
 

 
         

factors also have to meet certain design constraints, which means the power            

optimization  that  can be gathered  from  optimizing C
L 

,  V
DD
 , f 

CLK
 is  limited. 

For instance, a choice to optimize the C 
L 

is to make the transistors smaller, on the       
 

        

other hand, to get the same performance as the original size transistors, the V
DD

has               

to be increased, which leads  to  opposite  impact  to the dynamic power dissipation. 

Another choice is to decrease the V
DD

, and this mean would also lead to high cost on                  

performance, which can be seen as a matter of balance for the designers to consider.               

Hence a acceptable approach is to lower V
DD

as much as possible and compensate for               

performance loss by increasing transistor sizes.
[3] 

And this V
DD 

scaling methodology     
 

  
 

  

has plateaued by 65nm transistor technology, substantially reducing the ability to           

achieve lower dynamic power dissipation by virtue of just scaling down the tech             

node 
[4]

. 
 

Therefore, the most widely used and efficient way to optimize the dynamic power             

dissipation nowadays can be realized by decreasing the number of transitions from 0             

to 1 or from 1 to 0, and transitions in this case consist of not only the functional                  

transitions, but also the glitches due to the input signal to a gate 
[4]

, which also need                

hardware designer’s concern to avoid such problem during the RTL or netlist level             

design.  

2.3 Short-Circuit power dissipation 
The short-circuit power dissipation comes from the direct current path from V

DD
to             

ground while both of pMOS and nMOS transistors are ON, in a time period during an                
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edge of an input signal, because of the non-ideal waveform of input signals. The              

appearance  of short-circuit current is  shown  in  the Fig  2-2. 

   

Fig 2-2. Short-circuit power dissipation 

The short-circuit power dissipation P 
SC
 can  be calculated  using this formula: 

P SC =  VDD *  Imean 

I
mean

here stands for the mean value of the short-circuit current. To decrease the              

short-circuit power dissipation, a choice is to make output rise and fall (transition)             

times much larger than the input transition times, which means making the load             

capacitance C
L 

as large as possible. On the other hand, if C
L 

is equal to zero, it would 
 

         
 

      

lead  to the largest  short-circuit  dissipation. 

However, increasing load capacitance C 
L 

is good for short-circuit dissipation control    
 

      

but bad for the overall dissipation performance. As it is discussed in the dynamic              

power  dissipation  part,  large C
L 

leads  to  large dynamic power dissipation  P 
DYN

. 
 
  

To realize the balance among different types of power dissipations, the most proper             

method is that each inverter of a string can be designed in such a way that makes                 

input and output transition times equal. In this way, the short-circuit dissipation P 
SC

             

can be much less than dynamic power  dissipation  P 
DYN

 (< 20%). 
[5]

  

In the real CMOS digital IC design scenario, the short-circuit power dissipation P
SC

             

and dynamic power dissipation P 
DYN 

have been compared. Usually, P
SC 

is much less    
 

    
 

   

than P 
DYN

(< 20%). P 
SC

is only a tiny part of the total power dissipation, and                

optimizing P 
SC

, which means increasing the C
L
, would increase P 

DYN
and also the             

overall delay of the system, so that designers would like to pay more attention to the                

P 
DYN

 side.  
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Therefore, the most popular idea is to make the the number of input transition times               

smaller to benefit the short-circuit power dissipation optimization, on the other           

hand, decrease the load capacitance C 
L

to decrease the dynamic power dissipation            

P 
DYN

 to a great  extent. 

2.4 Static power dissipation 

For static components, without any transition activity, one of the pMOS and nMOS             

transistors is always OFF, no matter which status the gate is in, hence there should               

not be any current from V
DD

to the ground ideally, as it is shown in the following                 

graph  Fig  2-3. 

 

Fig 2-3. Static components structure 

However, in reality, when the input levels are not strong enough to go all the way                

through the transistors, the transistors in this case may not be switched OFF             

completely, which would lead to unnecessary static current through the way and            

static  power  dissipation. 
[6]

  

If the operating frequency of the CMOS device is in the proper range rather than               

being too low, the value of such static power dissipation would be very very small. It                

is only an academic classification nowadays and can be negligible for static CMOS             

family  in  real  scenarios,  where  static  power  basically  means  leakage  power.
[7]

 

2.5 Leakage power dissipation 
For the static components, the leakage power dissipation plays a dominant role,            

compared with static power dissipation mentioned above, and the leakage power           
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dissipation may comes from several sources in the CMOS structure, which are shown             

in  the following graph  Fig  2-4: 

 

Fig 2-4. Leakage current in CMOS strucuture 

1. I
1
: Reverse  bias pn junction (both  ON  & OFF) 

2. I
2
: Sub-threshold leakage  (OFF ) 

3. I
3
: Gate  Leakage  (both ON & OFF) 

4. I
4
: Gate  current due to hot carrier injection  (both  ON  & OFF) 

5. I
5
: Gate  induced drain leakage  (OFF) 

6. I
6
: Channel punch through  (OFF)

[8]
 

What are those types of currents and in which status they would occur have been               

described above. Each type of leakage current would be discussed in detail as             

following:  

Reverse bias pn junction current I 
1

comes from the typical structure of source and              

drain, which would lead to current through the reverse bias diodes when the             

transistor is OFF. Besides the drain diffusion area and doping concentration, such            

current also depends on the temperature of devices, which shows the importance of             

power control for CMOS devices. But under normal temperature, reverse bias pn            

junction  current I
1
 can be  negligible. 

Sub-threshold leakage I
2

comes from the diffusion current between drain and source            

, when there is potential difference between them, even though V
GS

is smaller than              

V
TH

in this case. It is not supposed to be a problem if V
TH

is high enough. But along                   

with the decreasing V
DD 

for optimizing the dynamic power dissipation mentioned   
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before, V
TH 

has also be decreased to meet the performance constraints, which leads to 
 

            

exponential increase of sub-threshold leakage power. 

As it can be observed from the Fig 4, gate Leakage I
3 

goes from gate through oxide           
 

     

materials to the substrate, and such leakage current highly depends on the features             

of materials and the  thickness of the oxide layer  between  gate  and  substrate.
[9] 

Gate current due to hot carrier injection I
4 

comes from the hot carrier injection       
 

      

phenomenon in solid state electronic devices. In this case electrons or “holes” are             

able to overcome a potential barrier necessary to break an interface state and get into               

the oxide layer. “Hot” means the effective temperature for electrons or “holes” to gain              

sufficient  kinetic  energy
[8]

. 

As it can be observed from the Fig 4, gate induced drain leakage I
5 

comes from the             
 

   

drain junction area, because of the high field effect. As a result, the substrate side is                

at a lower potential for minority carriers, so that the minority carriers would move to               

the substrate, causing leakage current. The gate induced drain leakage I 
5 

also          
 

 

depends  on the  thickness of  oxide layer. 

Channel punch through current I 
6 

goes from drain to source. Because of the    
 

        

drain-induced barrier lowering effect, which means depletion region on both of the            

drain and source sides are so close to each other, and an increase in the reverse bias                 

also pushes the junctions closer to each other. The combination of channel length             

and reverse bias would lead to the merging of the depletion regions, which triggers              

the “punch through” current
[8]

. Channel punch through current I
6 

depends on the        
 

   

V
DS

. 

Overall, leakage power dissipation issues is a combination of various complex           

physical concepts. Among those various leakage currents, there are two main types            

that deserve our attention, which are sub-threshold leakage current I 
2

and gate            

leakage current I 
3
, especially with the decreasing threshold voltage V

TH
and gate            

length  in  the  technology  evolution,  as it  is  shown  in  the Fig  5. 

 

Fig 2-5. Total  chip dynamic and static power dissipation trends 
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Fig 2-5 is based on the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 
[10]

.           

P 
sub 

and P 
gate

in the Fig 5 represent the sub-threshold leakage power and gate leakage
 

              

power. Along with the technology evolution for decreasing the gate length and            

threshold voltage V
TH

. The P 
sub 

and P 
gate

increases dramatically, growing significantly    
 

      

faster than dynamic power dissipation.  

While P 
gate

can be handled by the high-κ dielectric and FinFET technology, P 
sub 

is now            
 

  

becoming the dominant role in leakage power dissipation. P 
sub

depends on many            

features, such as temperature, V
DD

, device size, and process parameters like V
TH

[9]
. In             

the reduction techniques chapter, P
sub

would be taken care of, based on the             

mentioned influential features. 
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3. Reduction techniques  
Based on the power dissipation theory that has been discussed in the Chapter 2,              

there are some specific  techniques available  to solve  specific dissipation  issues. 

3.1 Static power reduction techniques 
As it is discussed in the previous chapter, for normal static components, static power              

dissipation can be negligible, hence leakage power dissipation is the most important            

part that  should be take  into consideration.  

Leakage power dissipation in this case can be divided into two subtypes, which are              

active leakage and standby leakage. Active leakage represents the leakage happening           

when the system is operating. Standby leakage represents the leakage happening           

when  the  system  is  idling. 

For a normal CMOS device, the idling time would take the most time during a period,                

which means standby leakage would have more influence on the overall leakage            

power  dissipation, compared with the active  leakage
[11]

,  as  it  is  shown  in  the Fig  3-1. 

 

Fig 3-1. Active leakage and standby leakage. 

Compared with standby leakage power reduction, the means to optimize active           

leakage power are limited, which are multiple threshold cells (MTCMOS) and long            

channel devices: 

A. multiple threshold cells (MTCMOS). For multiple threshold cells technology,          

it will apply both high and low threshold voltage V
TH

on a single chip and realize a                 

balance between them based on critical paths, so that the high V
TH

is able to decrease                

the sub-threshold leakage power dissipation. On the other hand, the low V
TH

is able              
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to meet the decreasing V
DD 

for optimizing the dynamic power dissipation, and the low    
 

         

V
TH 

has positive  impact  on the performance  of devices.  

B. Long channel devices. Implementing long channel devices can be more           

compact than the MTCMOS way. In this case, because of the short channel effect
[12]

,              

longer channel would lead to higher threshold voltage V
TH

, so that different channel             

length  can  be applied to  implement different V
TH
 on a single chip.  

Besides the effort to optimize the active leakage power dissipation mentioned above,            

to reduce the standby leakage power, there are many existing optimization           

technology  available: 

A. power gating means shutting OFF the current going to some parts of a circuit               

when they are not in use, to reduce the power dissipation during the standby period.               

The technology can be used along with the multiple threshold cells (MTCMOS) for             

the active leakage power optimization, to shut OFF the current to some specific parts              

by  different  threshold voltage  V
TH 

.  

However, on the other hand, power gating will lead to more complexity for the              

system design, such as how to maintain the correct statuses of signals and flip-flops              

when power off, and it would also lead to more power consumption caused by the               

transistors transitions to shut OFF the current. Power gating is not software-based            

and highly relies on  the hardware technique. 

B. Body bias control targets on the sub-threshold leakage during the standby            

period. In this case, the body effect is used, which means the potential difference              

between the source and bulk(substrate) V
SB

is able to affect threshold voltage V
TH

, so              

that  the  V
TH 

can be  increased  when  the  device  is  idling by  manipulating  the body bias.  

Implementing this technology is less complex than the power gating because it still             

keeps the statuses of signals and flip-flops when standing by. The value of V
TH 

and             
 

 

body bias should also be well controlled in case that it may causes the reverse bias pn                 

junction leakage. In addition, dynamic body biasing and forward body biasing can be             

used to  get  better power  control and devices  performance 
[12]

. 

C. Minimum leakage vector is a more “software” technology, without too much            

modification on the lowest layer logic structure, compared with the previous           

technologies mentioned above. Because of the transistor stacking effect, the leakage           

of a circuit depends on its input combination and number of transistors 
[13]

. Hence             

leakage minimization can be realized by realizing and maintaining efficient input           

patterns, using input vector control, to get the minimum leakage. Efficient algorithm            

is needed in this case to drive the circuit with proper input during the standby               

period. 
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D. Stack effect based method. The minimum leakage vector mentioned above           

makes use of the input combination to reduce the leakage power. Another feature of              

stack effect can also be used, which is the number of transistors. After figuring out               

the proper input and output patterns using input vector control, more transistors can             

be added to  the  series of transistors to reduce the leakage  power  dissipation  further.  

3.2 Transient power reduction techniques 
As it has been discussed 2.2 Dynamic power dissipation chapter, dynamic power            

plays the dominant role for the transient components, and it can be determined by              

this  formula: 

P DYN =  (C L * V2DD * α *  fCLK) / 2 

The key factors of this formula are load capacitance C
L
, activity factor α and so on.                

Hence optimization on those factors would be able to decrease the overall dynamic             

power  dissipation.  

For the load capacitance C
L
, they should be carefully handled in the circuit design.              

Because capacitance charging and discharging process would consume plenty of          

power, so that increasing load capacitance would lead to increasing dynamic power            

dissipation. 

For the clock frequency f
CLK

, the dynamic power can be reduced by lowering the              

frequency directly. In addition, the clock trees system that is used to handle clock              

skew and provide synchronization should also be optimized, because clock trees are            

strongly correlative with clock frequency and may consume lots of additional           

structures. 

For the activity factor α, it can be seen as the most important and useful factor that                 

can be used to optimize the dynamic power in this project. The main idea to reduce                

the activity factor α is to reduce the number of transitions from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0                    

in the system, and clock gating, which would be discussed in the following part, is               

also  able  to  decrease  the switching activity indirectly  by  shut  down the clock  signal. 

Such transitions can be classified into two types. The first type consists of the useful               

switching activities in the circuit, and using more logic layers in the circuit would              

lead to more switching activities and more dynamic power, which should be taken             

into consideration in the design. There are also many other means to decrease the              

number of switching activities, and they would be discussed in details in the rest part               

of this chapter.  

Another type of switching activities are useless glitches. Glitches are caused by race             

condition in some poorly designed digital logic circuits and can be observed in the              
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waveform. To get rid of this problem, D flip-flops, signal synchronization and Gray             

code can be  applied. 

Compared with the static power dissipation reduction that is mostly the issue of the              

lowest layer MOS structure, there are much work that can be done in the RTL level                

for the optimization of dynamic power dissipation, especially for the activity factor α,             

by reducing both of useful switching activities and glitches. Here are some means to              

optimize  the dynamic power  as  following: 

A. Adders and multipliers, datapath takes a significant part in the circuit design,             

and adder and multiplier operators in behavioral HDL description may influence the            

RTL model after synthesis.  

Adder and multiplier operators can be optimized by operator reduction and operand            

isolation. Operator reduction means transform existing operators structure into         

equivalent but more efficient structure. For instance, (A * C) + (B * C) can be                

transfromed into (A + B) * C that is more power-saving, compared with the previous               

one. 

For operand isolation, the main idea is to Identify redundant computations of            

datapath components and then isolate such components using specific circuitry
[14]

, as           

it  is  shown  in  the Fig  3-2.  

 

Fig 3-2. Operand isolation. 

The redundant computations in this case means the conditionally evaluated or           

propagated computations. Isolation logic as the blue components in the Fig 3-2 can             

be AND gates,  OR  gates  and latches
[14]

. 
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To optimize the datapath, not only the HDL programming skill matters, but also the              

automatic  synthesis tool that  plays an essential role.  

Synthesis tools nowadays have specific optimization algorithm, targeting specific         

model constraints, such as delay, power, area and so on. For different constraints             

and settings, synthesis tools are able to provide different types of adder and             

multiplier architectures. Designers should be able to handle those synthesis tools           

properly and choose the proper synthesis setting for their target, in this case, it is the                

low power.  

B. Pipelining and parallelisation . Applying pipelining in the circuit can benefit a            

lot. First of all, multi-stage pipeline is able to reduce the delay observably. Hence the               

same or even higher throughput of the overall system can be realized even under              

lower voltage.  And lower V
DD
 means lower dynamic power dissipation. 

Breaking an entire process into several pipelining stages would reduce the depth of             

the logic structures
[15]

, while a deep and complex logic structure means input signals             

have to go through a terribly long way in the circuit, meanwhile the original input               

signals would suffer lots of switching activities, and they may lead to race conditions              

and glitches.  

 

Fig 3-3. Pipelining for glitch reduction. 
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As it can be observed from the Fig 3-3, pipelining register can be inserted to the                

existing circuit. Implementing such pipelining method is able to shorten the depth of             

combinatorial  logic 
[15]

, so that  the possibilities  of glitches can be reduced in  this  case. 

In addition, implementing parallelisation using multi-core architecture allow users         

to have better performance with lower voltage, lower clock frequency and simpler            

single core, and such benefit has been widely used nowadays in consumer electronic             

product such  as  Intel Core family. 

C. Clock gating. To reduce the number of transitions and dynamic power            

dissipation, clock gating can be implemented. The main idea of this technology is to              

add some logic to prune the clock tree 
[16]

, which is able to disable clock signal to some                 

parts of the circuit, so that the flip-flops in such parts of circuit are free from                

switching activities  and dynamic power dissipation. 

The logic components can be added for the clock gating implementation are tri-state             

buffer, mux, AND-gate, flip-flop, latch. The Fig 3-4 shown below describes how a             

simple and typical  clock  gating model 
[17]
 is  implemented: 

 

Fig 3-4. Simple clock-gating model. 

As it is shown in the Fig 3-4, an AND-gate has been added to the original circuit for                  

the clock-gating implementation. In this case, the flip-flop would be activated and do             

switching activities only when the condition “cond” has been satisfied, otherwise it            

would  remain  disabled  to  save the dynamic power. 

In addition, it can also be observed from the Fig 3-4 that the newly introduced               

AND-gate replace the original circuit component, and another advantage of          

clock-gating can be realized, which is to reduce the overall area, because many             
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components such as muxes can be removed, replaced by the clock-gating logic            

components. 

Clock-gating has become the most significant mean to handle the dynamic power            

dissipation, and clock-gating efficiency can be considered as one of the most            

significant factors to measure the optimization of dynamic power dissipation, which           

can be observed very oftenly in the following chapters, such as implementation,            

result and so on. Clock-gating can be implemented automatically by some compilers            

and clock-gating synthesis tools, HDL programmers can write RTL code with proper            

enable conditions and clock-gating would be generated automatically. It urges the           

programmers to have good HDL programming skills and be familiar with the            

synthesis process and how low-layer digital circuit  really  works.  

However, there are challenges coming from the clock-gating. The combinational          

clock-gating described in the Fig 3-4 is not the best way to implement clock-gating,              

because some glitches may be created by the clock gate
[15]

and result in false              

triggering  of the  register  next to it.  

Sequential clock-gating is a more efficient way that can propagate the enable            

conditions to sequential components. It is also more complex to implement,           

compared with the combinational clock-gating, because sequential clock-gating        

requires sequential analysis and proper modification of clock tree without affecting           

design functionally 
[17]

. 

In this project, in order to decrease the switching activity, we would try to make good                

use of clock gating by applying different programming methodology in software. For            

instance, if we have four CUs(computing units) and put all of the workload on only               

one of them,  the  other three  CUs would be clock  gated.  

D. FSM optimization. When a FSM change from one state to another state, such              

transitions would lead to switching activities in registers. While FSM is now a             

compulsory part in circuit design, the dynamic power dissipation caused by FSM            

should be taken  into  consideration.  

The most efficient and widely used way mean to reduce the number of switching              

activities is to use Gray code for FSM implementation, rather than normal binary             

code. Because for  the Gray code system, two successive values  differ  in  only one bit. 

State Binary Gray 

0 000 000 

1 001 001 

2 010 011 
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3 011 010 

4 100 110 

Switching  activities 7 4 
Table 3-1. Gray code versus binary code. 

As it can be observed from Table 3-1 above, for a continuous sequence from 0 to 4,                 

the number of switching activities can be reduced observably by using the Gray code.              

Hence the dynamic power dissipation can be reduced. In real design scenarios, for a              

known FSM states sequence with high probability, Gray code can be implemented to             

reduce  the number of switching activities among each state  in  such  states  sequence. 

For a big scale and complex FSM, the optimization idea is to divide it into several                

separate and compact sub-FSM, which would make it easier to optimize each            

compact sub-FSM with gray code and only activate the needy sub-FSM to save             

power. 

E. Bus coding . Bus is widely used for the communication in the circuit design, and               

it is also a significant component consuming dynamic power. Hence optimization           

should also be implemented  to take care of the power  issue. 

The main idea for optimization is still to reduce the number of switching activities, so               

that the dynamic power dissipation can be reduced. In this case encoder and decoder              

would be used to make the communication between senders and receivers more            

power-saving. 

 

Fig 3-5. Bus coding. 

As it is shown in the Fig 3-5, the original data can be encoded into more                

power-saving encoded data to replace the original communication, then the data           

would be decoded on the receiver side. There are many optimized coding            
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technologies available, such as bus invert code, offset code, transition signaling code            

and so on. 

Bus coding also has its own overhead, which is from the encoder and decoder              

modules. The encoder and decoder themselves would consume more switching          

activities and dynamic power to handle the original data. Hence the trade-off            

between benefit and overhead should also be taken into consideration when           

designing the  bus coding algorithm.  

Besides the optimization targeting on the switching activities mentioned above , such            

as pipelining, clock gating, FSM, bus coding and so on. There are still some work can                

be done for  the  voltage and  frequency.  

For instance, many chips nowadays support the DVFS technology(Dynamic voltage          

and frequency scaling), which asks for the close cooperation between both software            

and hardware to measure the present workload and predict the workload in the             

future. So that it allows the system to adjust its voltage and frequency for different               

voltage domains, when handling different workload and various tasks. Hence the           

dynamic  power  can  be optimized further. 

3.3 Fin Field-Effect Transistor 
FinFET(Fin Field-Effect Transistor) is a new architecture with better performance,          

created in 2000, to replace the original MOSFET architecture. FinFET had been put             

into use by Intel since 2012, and now it becomes a widely used technology for               

semiconductor  manufacture. 

The biggest difference between FinFET and original MOSFET is that for the FinFET             

architecture, the conducting channel including drain and source are wrapped by a            

thin three-dimensional silicon "fin", unlike the two-dimensional appearance of         

original  MOSFET architecture 
[18]

. 

For the real application and manufacture in industry nowadays, various venders have            

various detail FinFET architecture of their own. For instance, the number of gates             

may be different for different FinFET architectures. But they all share a general “fin”              

feature. 

Compared with the original MOSFET architecture, FinFET architecture has         

significant advantages that enable FinFET to replace the original MOSFET          

architecture. 

Leakage power dissipation is the pain when vendors try to make the original             

MOSFET smaller, because gate length is a key factor that determine the size of single               

MOSFET. Smaller MOSFET and shorter gate length would result in the decreasing            
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contact area between gate and conducting channel, so that the leakage power            

dissipation  would  be increased 
[19]

.  

The thin three-dimensional silicon "fin" in FinFET would solve the leakage power            

issue by allowing the contact area between gate and conducting channel remain            

acceptable, when decreasing the size of the FinFET. Hence vendors nowadays are            

able to manufacture this new MOSFET architecture with both smaller size and more             

power-saving  feature. 

Along with the decreasing gate length, the threshold voltage V
TH

to drive the gate can               

also be decreased, so that the V
DD

can be decreased, which is also an advantage for                

the dynamic power  optimization.  

3.4 Our solution 
In FinFET era, besides the better performance and scalability compared with the            

original MOSFET architecture, the leakage power that plays the dominant role for            

the static components has been properly taken care of, with the new MOSFET             

architecture. Hence the dynamic power becomes the focus and the front line of             

power  optimization  in  CMOS
[20]

. 

As it has been discussed in the literature study chapter, a key factor of dynamic               

power dissipation is the switching activity. In our solution, our main target is to              

decrease the number of switching activities by lower-layer software programming          

methodology and  dynamic clock  gating  indirectly.  

Along with our software optimization, the number of switching activities would be            

measured and compared to evaluate and exploit the performance versus power           

tradeoffs  of our dynamic power  optimization  solution. 

Another estimation would be carried out on the clock-gating, which is the most             

significant technology for the dynamic power optimization. The clock-gating         

efficiency can be seen as a key indicator, showing that how much we have made use                

of the clock-gating  to optimize  the dynamic power. 
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4. Analysis Flow - p4paFlow 
Nowadays, It is common to use FitBit wearables to monitor users’ calories and heart              

rate, so that the users are able to optimize their lifestyle and become healthier. What               

we plan to  do  is  something similar.  

As it has been discussed in the chapter 3, The main target of this project is to                 

optimize the power in power-aware software development from the low-layer          

software’s point of view, that is running on the given hardware. For the             

implementation part, it can be divided into two parts, which are estimation and             

optimization, and estimation is a prior milestone because how to estimate the power             

consumption should be made clear, at the beginning, before being able to optimize             

the software.  

Software engineers nowadays have no idea about how their programs are executed            

on the real board and relative power efficiency. This analysis flow can be seen as the                

FitBit of the DSP for software engineers to see what is going on and optimize its                

lifestyle. 

For estimation, a toolset based on the existing Ericsson internal tools and licensed             

simulation software would be integrated and automated as an analysis flow. After the             

possible software optimization methodology has been applied, the estimation would          

be carried  out  to evaluate the benefit of performance.  

4.1 Available tools 
There is an old adage that “you can’t cure what you can’t diagnose”. Therefore, how               

to estimate the performance of optimization is the prior topic that should be             

considered. To realize the estimation, there are many tools available on the market.             

Ericsson also have some internal tools. For this project, two tools would be used for               

estimation. 

A. VCD2TB/RPT & ActivityExplorer, they are a set of Ericsson internal tools for             

dynamic power evaluation, coined by Ioannis Savvidis
[20]

. This toolset use VCD dump            

files as input, which is a standardized ASCII-based format for dump files, VCD dump              

files essentially capture the value changes on selected variables in a simulation. By             

doing data mining on such VCD dump files, following functionalities can be            

realized 
[20]

: 

1. VCD2TB: Converts an interface VCD file into a Verilog testbench (single .v            

file). For the specific block, we have a dedicated testbench, so the VCD2TB             

flow is not needed in this project. For other blocks, it is useful for running the                

netlist simulations. 
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2. VCD2RPT++: A dedicated C++ engine developed for fast analysis of large RTL            

and netlist VCD  dumps. 

3. ActivityExplorer: Treemap based visualization to eyeball the myriads of data          

across  large hierarchies. 

By using the toolset mentioned above, a basic simulation flow can be realized as              

following
[20]

: 

 

Fig 4-1. Simulation flow realized by a triplet of  in-house, prototype tools. 

1. Dump  interface  input  of requested blocks. 

2. Execute VCD2TB and get the testbench. 

3. Execute RTL or  gate  level  simulation with the  testbench  and get VCD  files. 

4. Execute VCD2RPT and get the  activity,  clock-gating  reports  and CSV files. 

5. Execute ActivityExplorer to check the CSV files and review switching activity,           

clock-gating efficiency data  on a  real-time,  interactive  4D treemaps.  

The exact number of switching activity and clock gating efficiency for various levels             

in the design, which are required for the simulation outcome, can be checked in the               

CSV files  after executing  the VCD2RPT.  
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Fig 4-2. ActivityExplorer for clock-gating efficiency and switching activity. 

Besides the exact number of switching activity and clock gating efficiency in CSV             

files, the simulation flow also results in the view of ActivityExplorer GUI, as it is               

shown in the Fig 4-2. ActivityExplorer is able to provide an intuitive and diagnostic              

view for the changing parameters in various areas and various levels of design, users              

are able to zoom in/out among different levels of design(The DSP layout can be              

checked in Appendix B).  

And the view can be played, paused, fast-forwarded as a roadmap along with the              

timeline as shown in the Fig 4-3 in the next page. Different values of each part can be                  

distinguished by its colors from white, grey, green to red, which make the whole view               

obvious and easy to understand even for those users with limited knowledge of             

hardware  design. 

Users are also able to check roadmap along with the timeline and find out where is                

the hotspot and carry out further analysis and optimization with focus on the certain              

area.  

As it can be observed from the clock gating ActivityExplorer GUI in fig 4-3(The DSP               

layout can be checked in Appendix B), there are some red areas that mean very low                

clock  gating efficiency.  

But not all of these information are useful because some areas don’t have any register               

inside, the clock signal just go through them. After investigating the source code, the              

false alarm areas can be ignored  by  the users  manually. 
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Fig 4-3. ActivityExplorer for clock-gating efficiency and roadmap. 

B. PrimeTime PX, this tool is a power analysis tool to perform highly accurate              

dynamic and leakage power analysis, widely used by many semiconductor companies           

worldwide
[21]

. It is able to use existing VCD dump files and provide averaged power              

analysis and time-based power analysis, based on the energy tables in the input             

technology libraries for the target technology/project that can be later correlated           

(and derated) according to real  silicon  power measurements. 

In this project, the outcome of Ericsson internal tool VCD2TB/RPT and licensed            

PrimeTime PX would be compared to check the correctness, and the outcome of             

PrimeTime PX can also be seen as a complement for the VCD2TB/RPT. Because             

PrimeTime PX analysis process is complex and needs to check a shared license, and              

it is much more time-consuming compared with VCD2TB/RPT tool. But it can also             

provide the exact power value in mW and detail power information for each hierachy              

and small part of the given hardware, while VCD2TB/RPT is not able to do so. The                

accurate estimation using PrimeTime PX is based on the existance of the silicon, so              

we can calibrate the tech libraries power tables and get the estimations very close to               

real  silicon  measurements. 

4.2 Analysis flow design 
With the available tools mentioned above, the power analysis can be realized.            

However, the whole process is complex and designers are forced to follow the             

guideline and  execute various command  lines and  steps  manually.  
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For software engineers who intend to optimize the dynamic power from the low-layer             

software’s point of view, going through this entire complex process step by step is              

very complex and a  waste of time. 

Ideally, all software engineers need to do in this case should be just using their               

existing software binary file as input, after an “push-button” operation, the outcome            

of the entire power analysis can be observed. Hence software engineers would be able              

to do quick iterations and optimize their software running on the given hardware             

further, along with the diagnostic dynamic power analysis. For this part, our goal is              

to realize such  integrated analysis  flow. 

The whole process would be integrated by scripting language Tcl (Tool Command            

Language), which is a very powerful language for suitable for a very wide range of               

uses, including web and desktop applications, networking, administration, testing         

and many more, and it is open source, business-friendly and compatible with various             

platforms
[22]

. 

Before we actually start the Tcl programming work, an overall flowchart of the             

analysis  flow process should be  made clear  as  shown  in  the Fig  4-4: 

 

Fig 4-4. Overall flowchart of the analysis flow. 

The main idea of the flow, communication and usage of different files can be              

observed from the Fig 4-4. In addition, as it is shown in the graph, the VCD2TB                

process is ignored in this overall flow chart. Because the hardware design in this case               

is already committed, hence the testbench is fixed and it is not necessary to              

re-generate  the testbench  every  time the analysis  flow is  executed.  

To realize each part in the overall flow chart, the plan is to build several modular and                 

scalable procedure modules and then integrate them by a top level wrapper .tcl. So              
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that the programs each functional modules in this project can be easy to maintained              

and reused. 

For the top level wrapper, it should be able to set up necessary environment, allow               

users to specify some parameters for the compiling, simulation, analysis process, etc,            

and manage each of the modular components separately. The flow chart from the top              

level wrapper’s perspective can be  observed from Fig  4-5. 

 

Fig 4-5. Top level wrapper structure. 

As it is shown in the Fig 4-5, the top level wrapper would get user specified                

parameters from command lines, and it would go through the entire analysis flow             

process based on the given parameters.  

For modular components in the blue blocks, they can be called separately by flag              

“-reuse”, so that users are able to execute each modular component alone and             

investigate some  parts that  they are interested in. 

The simulation part is especially important here, it needs specified test case name,             

simulation and VCD dumping start time, end time constraint, so that a config file is               

needed to store the parameters for both top level wrapper and simulation module             

and allows users to edit it manually and run the simulation module alone in “reuse”               

mode. 
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In addition, there are also three branches in this simulation step and analysis step              

after it, specified by the users parameter “simulation level”, such as RTL-level or             

gate-level. Different level simulation should be able to access the same config file and              

get the test  mode, and  start/end time  parameters. 

For the RTL-level, the simulation result can be handled by VCD2RPT and            

ActivityExplorer. For the gate-level, besides VCD2RPT and ActivityExplorer, the         

simulation result can also be analysed by the PrimeTime PX tool. The detail design of               

simulation and  analysis  modules  is shown  in  the  Fig  4-6.  

 

Fig 4-6. Simulation and analysis steps. 

As it is shown in the Fig 4-6, for RTL-level simulation, the VCD simulation and               

dumping would automatically terminate when it is done by adding certain macro flag             

in  the assembly or  c  source  code, while Gate-level  simulation would not.  

So that our design is that a RTL-level simulation should always be done before              

Gate-level simulation, and the flow would catch the simulation and VCD dumping            

end time from RTL-level simulation and pass it to the Gate-level simulation as end              

time setting. 

In addition, the dependency between simulation step and analysis step also needs            

our  attention  in  the  analysis  flow  design.  

As it can be observed from the Fig 4-6, the RTL-level VCD2RPT analysis needs the               

.vcd file from RTL-level simulation, and the Gate-level VCD2RPT analysis and           

PrimeTime PX analysis need the .vcd file from the Gate-level simulation. To avoid             

potential error, such dependency should be made clear in the Tcl script program and              

illegal access should  be forbidden.  

Besides recording the simulation and VCD dumping start and end time, the config             

file is also the core for the reuse functionality. Our design for reuse is shown in the                 

Fig  4-7  in  the next page. 
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Fig 4-7. Reuse functionality. 

As it is shown in the Fig 4-7, the top level wrapper is able to go through two                  

branches. One is to go through the entire flow, from setting up environment ,              

compiling, simulation to analysis and finally ActivityExplorer. Another one is for the            

reuse  mode. 

When users change the top level wrapper to reuse mode by calling flag “-reuse”, the               

reuse module is able to reuse pointed existing simulation file and do analysis based              

on it, or reuse the pointed existing RTL-level simulation file and do Gate-level             

simulation and  analysis  based  on it. 

The reuse module would catch the configuration parameters of the existing           

simulation file by reading the config file in the simulation directory. Users are also              

able to change some simulation and/or analysis parameters during the reuse through            

the config file, if they are especially interested in some time windows. They are              

simulation start and end time, RTL-level analysis start and end time, Gate-level            

analysis  start and end time, PrimeTime PX analysis  start and end time. 

Because RTL level analysis is the most time-efficient way to analyze a testcase, and              

Gate-level and PrimeTime PX analysis are more time-consuming and also more           

accurate than RTL-level analysis. Hence our main idea is that users would better do              

the flow in a “narrow-down” way: First do a full scope RTL-analysis for the testcase,               

locate which part is interesting for them, and then only reuse and analyze the specific               

parts using Gate-level  and PrimeTime analysis  to get  more  details.  

To get those time window that might be interesting for us, we introduce a new               

feature for the ActivityExplorer. we can associate specific lines in code with actual             

activity time window and power by adding some flag sentences to the assembly or C               

code, which are able to mark the certain areas in the code and provide us the time                 

window for those areas after the analysis. The marked window can be observed in the               
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ActivityExplorer roadmap GUI as shown in the fig 4-8, the code example is shown on               

the left: 

 

Fig 4-8. Marked windows in ActivityExplorer roadmap. 

Another new feature is that we have also introduced the interactive educational view             

showing the annotation of the DSP, as shown in the Fig 4-9, if users move their                

mouse upon some parts of the DPS layout, they would be able to see the name and                 

functionalities of that specific parts, which allows users to be aware of when and              

where  the switching activities  or  clock  gating  happen. 

 

Fig 4-9. Annotation windows on ActivityExplorer layout. 
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As is can be observed in Fig 4-9, when moving the mouse upon one block of DSP                 

layout and press “space”, the annotation of this block will appear, which says             

instruction  fetch unit  in  PCU  for  this  block. 

As revealing examples of how the p4paFlow really works, the guideline document of             

the flow, the DSP layout and the help information for p4paFlow command line are              

included  and can be  checked in the Appendices.  

4.3 Reliability of the flow 

After executing the whole analysis flow process, a directory containing all of the             

relevant files and outcome would be generated. The overall directory would be            

named with the  test case name and timestamp.  

The overall directory is well-organised. In the overall directory, there would be a file              

containing the .c, .asm or .dmp input files, a config file, analysis report outcome file               

with RTL-level, Gate-level and PrimeTime PX analysis outcome inside and a sim file             

with several separate files inside, containing the RTL-level, Gate-level simulation. So           

that  each modular part can  be checked and reused independently. 

After the analysis flow construction is completed, the correctness should be           

examined before committing the design, freezing the p4paFlow on the server and            

making it accessible for our users, and the main idea here is to use an approach with                 

both  experimental group and control group. 

A. VCD2RPT with PrimeTime PX . As PrimeTime PX is a industry-standard tool            

widely used by many semiconductor companies worldwide, it can be used in this case              

to check the reliability of our VCD2RPT tool. Hence a .vcd file of Gate-level              

simulation would  be  analyzed  by  both of our  VCD2RPT  tool  and PrimeTime  PX. 

Using the PrimeTime PX, the analysis outcome of the given gate-level simulation            

.vcd file shows that the total run time is 29 minutes, average activity and average               

register gating efficiency (at top level) are 1.2% and 88.8%, and total power is              

181.8mW. 

The outcome of VCD2RPT Gate-level analysis shows that the total run time is 4              

minutes, average activity and average register gating efficiency (at top level) are            

1.25% and 91.59%, which is considerably similar with the outcome of PrimeTime PX,             

but VCD2RPT takes  much  less time. 

B. Automatic analysis flow with manual analysis process. After the          

correctness of VCD2RPT analysis has been checked, the correctness of our automatic            

flow should also be checked. The main idea here is to compare the outcome of both                

automatic  analysis  flow  and the  original  manual  process. 
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Two files can be derived from the simulation process, which are a .vcd dump file and                

a refSignals .txt file. The refSignals .txt files record the changing signals during the              

simulation and it can be used to validate the correctness of simulation with the same               

.dump input, start and end time config, by using “diff” command to compare the              

refSignals .txt. 

According to our experiment, the refSignals .txt files of RTL-level simulation and            

Gate-level simulation are identical, and so are the refSignals .txt files of automatic             

analysis flow and manual analysis process. Hence the correctness of the flow can be              

made sure. We have set a command line argument “-sanity” that enable users to              

check the correctness  of the  simulation outcome themselves  if  they are curious.  

In our experiment, for a same .dump input, start and end time config, the run time of                 

RTL-level simulation and Gate-level simulation are almost the same. But for the            

analysis step, RTL-level takes only 5 minutes and Gate-level takes 14 minutes. As for              

the accuracy, the average activity of RTL-level is 1.05% and the average activity of              

gate-level is 1.17%.  

4.4 Usability of the flow 

Besides the example mentioned in the chapter 4.3, a considerable number of            

testcases have been analyzed using p4paFlow, and the TAT(Turn Around Time) for            

each testcase and different analysis modes are gathered, so that we can find out the               

most efficient way to make use of the p4paFlow. The detail result TAT             

quantifications are shown in table 4-1 next page. Among them we pick one typical              

example, the ActivityExplorer analysis roadmap of the testcase ldm_mon_p4.asm is          

shown  in  the Fig 4-10: 

 

Fig 4-10. The efficient way to go through the flow. 
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As it can be observed from the outcome in Fig 4-10, we first do a full window analysis                  

on a given vcd and then narrow down and analyze a specific part of the vcd. But                 

going through all of the process can be very time-consuming, so that the optimal path               

is: 

1. Doing a full window RTL-level analysis, then finding which part is interesting            

for  you. 

2. Doing Gate-level simulation and dumping the window you are interested in,           

then analyzing  the generated  vcd.  

Testcase No. Full 

RTL 

Full 

Gate 

Full 

vcd 

RTL 

1000ns 

vcd 

RTL 

Full 

vcd 

Gate 

1000ns 

vcd 

Gate 

1000ns 

PTPX 

HelloWorld.c 00:00:5

3 

00:03:0

6 

00:00:1

1 

00:00:0

8 

00:01:3

5 

00:01:2

1 

00:28:0

8 

timer_p4.asm 00:00:5

8 

00:04:1

9 

00:00:1

5 

00:00:2

8 

00:01:2

8 

00:01:1

5 

00:29:0

5 

lpm_mon_p4.asm 00:01:1

8 

00:04:1

0 

00:00:1

4 

00:00:1

4 

00:01:3

5 

00:01:3

1 

00:27:5

4 

ldm_mon_p4.asm 00:01:3

2 

00:04:3

1 

00:00:1

9 

00:00:1

4 

00:01:3

9 

00:01:5

1 

00:32:0

2 

mac_stress_p4.asm 00:01:5

4 

00:05:5

5 

00:00:2

0 

00:00:1

3 

00:01:3

1 

00:01:3

8 

00:32:1

3 

max_power_p4.as

m 

00:04:0

2 

00:12:0

0 

00:00:3

7 

00:00:2

2 

00:02:1

9 

00:02:2

5 

00:31:0

4 

pcu_aom3_p4.asm 00:06:1

5 

00:13:5

3 

00:02:0

5 

00:00:4

3 

00:05:5

0 

00:01:4

5 

00:28:2

7 

matrix_p4.asm 00:16:1

2 

00:39:2

9 

00:03:0

9 

00:00:3

2 

00:08:5

0 

00:02:0

0 

00:33:5

5 

fir_power_p4.asm 00:19:3

9 

00:33:4

2 

00:02:4

3 

00:00:3

1 

00:04:2

7 

00:01:5

6 

00:30:0

8 

sha256_p4.asm 00:28:5

9 

00:48:1

6 

00:02:2

4 

00:00:1

9 

00:05:0

9 

00:01:5

4 

00:32:3

6 

op_opt_p4.asm 03:13:0

5 

05:26:3

2 

00:45:3

4 

00:00:3

8 

01:31:14 00:04:1

3 

00:27:3

5 

Table 4-1. TAT Turn Around Time estimation 

In this case, the time for running the full window Gate-level simulation (As shown in               

the Table 4-1, this may take very very long time to complete) and small window               
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RTL-level analysis can be saved, and users can get enough details of switching             

activities and clock  gating  efficiency for  the interesting part. 

In addition, doing small window analysis on a huge vcd file is much more              

time-consuming than doing the same window analysis on a smaller vcd file. As             

shown in the Table 4-1, for an extremely large testcase op_opt_p4.asm, doing            

1000ns window Gate-level analysis on a full window vcd file takes 01:31:14, on the              

other hand, doing the same 1000ns window Gate-level analysis on a 1000ns window             

vcd only takes  00:04:13. 

For software engineers who use this analysis flow to check the power efficiency of              

their program. Doing RTL-level simulation and analysis modes at first is           

recommended, because the accuracy is acceptable, compared with the gate-level. In           

addition, the RTL-level analysis would take much less time than gate-level. For the             

gate-level and PrimeTime PX analysis if necessary, they can be done in a             

“narrow-down”  way as described above, to get more  detail  and accurate  outcome. 

In conclusion, our analysis flow solution is an efficient and compact but also reliable              

solution.  
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5. Power Optimization 

In this chapter, the potential optimization for some programs would be exploited            

from the power’s point of view, and the power consumption before and after the              

optimization  would  be  analyzed  using our analysis  flow described in the chapter  4. 

5.1 Assembly code 

Assembly program works closely with the hardware and allows programmers to           

manipulate the hardware directly and clearly. To exploit the potential power           

optimization, an assembly program implementing the FIR (Finite impulse response)          

algorithm would be analyzed in this case. FIR is a typical and common algorithm              

used for the digital signal processing, and the basic concept of FIR is shown in the fig                 

5-1. 

 

Fig 5-1. FIR algorithm. 

As it can be observed from the fig 5-1, x(0), x(1)..x(N) are a set of input, the y(N) is                   

the expected output. x(0), x(1)..x(N) would be multiplied with coefficient respectively           

and then accumulated together. So that the core of FIR algorithm is to multiply and               

accumulate.  

On our DSP platform that is used in the project, one complex multiply and              

accumulate instruction uses two mac(multiply and accumulate) units on the          

DSP(one for real part and one for  imaginary part). 

So the mac units can be seen as the main resource that are used for the FIR                 

algorithm. For the same FIR algorithm workload, a trade-off between performance           

and power can be realized by managing the number of mac units that are used for                

computing  at  the  same  time. 

According to the instruction set of the certain platform, the number of used mac              

units is controlled by the level of parallelism and different kind of mac instructions,              
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so that we can manage the computing resources and make them work as 4 different               

versions as shown  in  the  fig 5-2. 

 

Fig 5-2. 4 different versions implementing the same FIR algorithm. 

As it can be observed from the fig 5-2, red means the component is busy, and grey                 

means the component is idling. On our platform, each CU (computing unit) has four              

mac units that are available. Among the four different versions, the number of busy              

CUs and mac units keeps going down, along with the lowering level of parallelism              

and different kind  of instructions  we  used.  

As it can be observed from the fig 5-2, three different kinds of mac instructions have                

been used. One quad mac instruction “qfmac2” uses eight mac units. One double mac              

instruction “dfmac2” uses four mac units. One complex mac instruction “cmac” uses            

two mac units, one of the mac units is for real part calculation and the other one is                  

for  imaginary part calculation. 

The same outcome can also be observed from the DSP layout in ActivityExplorer             

GUI, here we pick the area of CUs and observe the difference among those 4 different                

versions of program  implementing the same  FIR  algorithm, as  shown  in  the  fig 5-3. 
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Fig 5-2. Switiching activity for 4 different versions on DSP layout 

As it can be observed from the fig 5-2, the switching activity of CUs on DSP                

layout(The DSP layout can be checked in Appendix B) shows that the number of red               

CUs that mean the CUs are extremely busy keeps decreasing, by controlling the mac              

units as shown in the fig 5-1. When all of these four versions of programs are put                 

together and go through our analysis flow, as the outcome, the overall switching             

activity roadmap of the entire platform in ActivityExplorer GUI also shows the            

corresponding  result, as shown in the fig 5-3. 

 

Fig 5-3. Switiching activity roadmap for 4 different versions. 

As it can be observed from the fig 5-3, four different versions implementing the same               

FIR algorithm and workload result in four steps go downwards in switching activity             

roadmap.  

 Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 

Toggle  Rate 5.67% 3.53% 2.72% 2.64% 

Duration 8794.77ns 14834.03ns 25839.03ns 56898.69ns 
Table 5-1. Average switching activity and duration for four versions FIR 
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By controlling the mac units using different level of parallelism and different            

instructions as shown in the Fig 5-1 and Table 5-1, the switching activity for each               

different steps keeps going down and the duration of each step gets longer, which              

shows the expected trade-off between the power and latency, that allows software            

developers to make  use of. 

Doing modification on the assembly level is a direct and efficient way to apply              

optimization, but assembly program has its own restriction, which is not flexible            

enough and can only be applied to certain platform according to the certain             

instruction  set. 

For software optimization under real scenarios, we have to think as embedded            

software developers. From their points of view, C language is the most commonly             

used tool for programming because it is not only an efficient tool that maps              

efficiently to typical machine instructions, but also a cross-platform language and           

can be reused for different hardware, unlike the assembly. Hence in the following             

chapter, the potential optimization  in  c  language  would  be exploited. 

5.2 C code 

Compared with the assembly that needs expertise, C code is more automatic,            

compatible and flexible, but C code also has its own constraint. What you code is not                

always what you get at last, because what you get at last also depends on the                

compilation.  

Hence in this C code section, some heavy C application program would be compiled              

using different switches so that we can do power analysis on them and potential              

power  optimization  can be exploited.  

In this case, we take two c applications as examples, which are “Norm” and “Upsc”.               

These two applications would be compiled using two compiler switches “speed” and            

“size”. If setted to “speed”, the compiler would optimize the application and make it              

run as fast as possible. If setted to “size”, the compiler would optimize the application               

and make it  consume smaller program memory footprint. 

The analysis flow estimation for C testcases “Norm” and “Upsc” is as shown in the               

table 5-2. 

 Norm size Norm speed Upsc size Upsc speed 

Toggle  Rate 1.68% 2.39% 3.27% 3.53% 

Duration 22685.21ns 13043.41ns 156390.99ns 144989.81ns 
Table 5-2. Average switching activity and duration for C testcases Norm and Upsc 
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Fig 5-4. ActivityExplorer outcome of “Norm” compiled for speed 

 

Fig 5-5. ActivityExplorer outcome of “Norm” compiled for size 

As it can be observed from Fig 5-4 and Fig 5-5(The DSP layout can be checked in                 

Appendix B), the average switching activity of “Norm” compiled for speed is 2.39%,             

while the switching activities number of size version is 1.68%, and the layout of speed               

version also shows more red zones than the size version. As a consequence, speed              

version of “Norm” takes 13043.41ns us to complete, while the size version takes             

22685.21ns to  complete. 
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The outcome for speed and size version of the same applications shows a trade-off              

between the latency and power, which can be manipulated by using different            

compiler  switch. 

 

Fig 5-6. ActivityExplorer outcome of “Upsc” compiled for speed 

 

Fig 5-7. ActivityExplorer outcome of “Upsc” compiled for size 

As it can be observed from Fig 5-6 and Fig 5-7(The DSP layout can be checked in                 

Appendix B), the difference between speed version and size version of the same             

“Upsc” application is not big. According to the switching activity roadmap in the Fig              

above, the average switching activity of speed version is slightly higher than size             

version, for less than 1%, and it takes 144.96us for speed version to complete,              
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156.32us for size version to complete. The difference between the duration of those             

two versions is  not  big  either. 

By comparing the outcome of two C application testcases “Norm” and “Upsc”            

described above, the conclusion is that the power optimization that can be derived             

from the compiler switches depends on the how the C applications are programmed.             

According to the discussion with the compiler team, for speed version, the compiler             

would try to make it run in parallelism, that is the reason why the lower left corner in                  

Fig 5-4 seems hotter than Fig 5-5. The speed version uses all four CUs (computing               

units),  while the size version uses only one  CU. 

Another reason is about the program size, for size version, the program size would be               

optimized by the compiler. Hence the workload for LPM (load program memory) of             

size version would be less than the speed version. The relative outcome can be              

observed from the switching activity roadmap (the blue waveform) in Fig 5-4 and Fig              

5-5. The  PrimeTime PX analysis  outcome  also  shows  the difference: 

 

Fig 5-8. PrimTime PX outcome of  single LPM instance, “Norm” compiled for speed 

 

Fig 5-9. PrimTime PX outcome of  single LPM instance, “Norm” compiled for size 

As shown in the Fig 5-8 and Fig 5-9, using the same “Norm” testcase, the PrimeTime                

PX outcome of single LPM instance for the speed and size versions show big              

differences. The third column means the average switching activity. For the second            

row, ARYSEL inputs, which mean the enable inputs, the average switching activity of             

speed version is 22.33%, and it is ten times than the number of size version, which is                 

2.87%.  

The higher switching activity for the speed version is because of the bigger program              

bundle size, compared with the version optimized for size, the LPM would be             

activated much more frequently than the size version. By analyzing the two C             

testcases and the difference between the speed and size version, we conclude that the              

compiler  is  able  to  provide tradeoffs  and quick  optimization  for various algorithms.  
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6. Results and Analysis 
In this chapter, we would run the testcases on the real board, which contains many               

DSPs, to confirm the potential optimization, and the correlation between the           

measurement  from real  scenario  and our analysis  flow estimation -- p4paFlow. 

6.1 Outcome from the board 

The total power consumption on board depends on various factors. As it has been              

discussed in the chapter 2, the power dissipation can be classified as dynamic power              

dissipation and leakage power dissipation. The dynamic power dissipation mainly          

comes from the switching activities. The leakage power dissipation comes from the            

devices and circuit themselves, but can be influenced by the voltage, temperature, fan             

speed, etc. Hence the power consumption on the real board is a complex             

combination  for  us to analyze.  

We take the FIR algorithm mentioned in chapter 5.1 as the application, to get as as                

much  workload  as possible. 

 

Fig 6-1. Switching activity roadmap for FIR fast version, two iterations 

 

Fig 6-2. Switching activity roadmap for FIR slow version, two iterations 
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As it can be observed from Fig 6-1 and Fig 6-2, we take two different versions of FIR,                  

and use “sleep” instruction to add some delay to the fast version, so that both of these                 

two versions can be executed on the board in the same period with the same               

workload, and we would be able to compare the temperature and power on the              

board. 

These two versions also represent two options for software engineers. If they have             

certain time slot to complete a task, they can choose to complete it as quickly as                

possible, and then “sleep” until the time slack, or they can choose to use a slower                

version and  get less power consumption. 

To check which one of the two options is better, we test these two versions of FIR on                  

the board, load them into every DSP of the board and make them run in parallel for                 

infinite  number of  iterations, and  get following outcome: 

 

Fig 6-3. Power consumption of slow version of FIR on the board, 30% fan speed, 55℃ 

 

Fig 6-4. Power consumption of slow version of FIR on the board, 80% fan speed, 50℃ 

 

Fig 6-5. Power consumption of fast version of FIR on the board, 30% fan speed, 60℃ 
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Fig 6-6. Power consumption of fast version of FIR on the board, 80% fan speed, 50℃ 

As it can be observed from the Fig 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6, there are drifts in power                  

number, and the power would go up slowly as time goes by. Different fan speed               

would influence the temperature, and the temperature would influence the leakage           

power  dissipation, result in the changs  of total power  consumption. 

For the comparison between the fast version and slow version, the result shows that              

the fast version consumes less power than the slow version, although the slow             

version uses only one CU(computing unit) and the fast version uses all four             

CUs(shown in Fig 5-2. four different versions implementing the same FIR           

algorithm). 

This measurement is a rough-grain one from the entire board’s point of view, while              

the analysis flow only takes one DSP into consideration. We conclude that the             

difference between the outcome of slow version and fast version is because there are              

so many DPSs on the board and so many other components other than the CUs that                

consume considerable number of power. The slow version takes longer time than the             

fast version to complete, meanwhile all of the relative components have to stay             

active. The fast version would complete the task as quickly as possible, then disable              

the clock signal and the  system  would  go  to sleep. 

Another difference that can be observed from the Fig 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6 is the                

temperature. At 30% fan speed, after 7 minutes’ runtime, for slow version, the             

temperature reaches 55 ℃, while the number for fast version reaches 60 ℃. It may               

be caused by the different number of CUs we use in these two versions. Due to the                 

potential experimental errors and the lack of other evidences, this assumption           

cannot  be  confirmed. 

6.2 The correlation between analysis flow and real scenario 

The correlation between analysis flow and the outcome on the board should be             

checked, to make sure our analysis flow is able to reflect the real scenario. The total                

power consumption on the real board is a complex combination for us to analyze. We               

use  the number under  80%  fan  speed  where  the system  is  fully  cooled  down. 
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When the system is idling, the power consumption is made by leakage power             

dissipation  and redundant dynamic power dissipation: 

P idle =  P leakage + P dyn_redundant  

When the system is warming up, the leakage power would increase for ΔP
leakage

.              

Therefore, the  total  power  consumption would be like  this: 

P total = P leakage +  ΔP leakage +  P dyn_redundant +  P dyn 

The outcome from our analysis flow(integrating Primetime PX) is only about the            

leakage and dynamic power of only one DSP. Hence the related outcome from the              

board  would  be: 

P leakage&dyn_singleDSP = (Ptotal - P dyn_redunant) / number of DSPs 

At first, the library for PrimeTime PX is far from reality, as the red numbers shown in                 

the Table 6-1. Hence it should be calibrated to meet the number from measurement              

on the real board. After the calibration by changing some derating factors is             

completed, the estimation from analysis flow, as the green numbers shown in the             

Table 6-1, and measurement  on the real  board  would  be  compared.  

 FIR fast version FIR slow  version 

Leakage Dynamic Leakage Dynamic 

30% fan 
speed 

30.52% 69.48% 19.18% 80.82% 

80% fan 
speed 

19.20% 80.80% 12.35% 87.65% 

PrimeTime  no 
calibration 

81.11% 18.90% 66.20% 33.79% 

Estimation of 
p4paFlow 

25.63% 74.37% 13.51% 86.49% 

Table 6-1. The comparison between measurement on the board and estimation of analysis flow 

For comparison purpose, we decide to take the 80% fan speed data for comparison              

because the DSP in this case is fully cooled down. In the Table 6-1, the measurement                

and estimation at 30% fan speed, 80% fan speed, before PrimeTime PX library             

calibration, after PrimeTime  PX library  calibration  would  be  compared.  

As it can be observed from the Table 6-1, the PrimeTime PX estimation is far from                

the truth before the calibration. After calibration, the accuracy of estimation is much             
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better. And in the following part, we would only compare the measurement at 30%              

fan  speed  and  PrimeTime PX estimation  after calibration. 

For the fast version of FIR, the outcome from the board and our analysis flow shows                

good  correlation.  The  difference  in  the power consumption number is 13.68%.  

For the fast version, according to our analysis flow, the dynamic power takes 74.37%              

of total power, and 25.63% for the leakage power. According to the measurement on              

the board, the dynamic power takes 80.80% of total power, and 19.20% for the              

leakage  power. 

For the slow version of FIR, the outcome from the board and our analysis flow shows                

acceptable correlation. The  difference  in  the  power  consumption number is  23.75%. 

For the slow version, according to our analysis flow, the dynamic power takes             

86.49% of total power, and 13.51% for the leakage power. According to the             

measurement on the board, the dynamic power takes 87.65% of total power, and             

12.35% for  the leakage power. 

According to the measurement from the real board under 80% fan speed, the FIR              

slow version consumes 66.30% more power than the FIR fast version. According to             

the estimation of our analysis flow, the FIR slow version consumes 88.25% more             

power than the FIR fast version, which means the PrimeTime PX estimation may             

enlarge  the power number for  a  bit. 

Besides the FIR assembly testcase mentioned above, two C testcases have also been             

tested on the board. For the C testcases, the difference in the waveform from idling to                

runtime is too tiny to be measured. As the correlation between analysis flow and the               

outcome on the board has been proved in the FIR testcase, only the analysis flow               

would  be used to  get the exact power number of the two C testcases. 

The estimation of analysis flow for two C testcases, “Norm” and “Upsc” are as shown               

in  the table below. 

Norm fast Norm slow Upsc fast Upsc slow 

Leakage Dynamic Leakage Dynamic Leakage Dynamic Leakage Dynamic 

34.72% 65.28%  28.11% 71.89% 19.88% 80.12% 19.20% 80.80% 
Table 6-2. The  analysis flow estimation for C testcases Norm and Upsc 

For the C testcase "Norm", the slow(optimized for size) version consumes 23.37%            

more power than the fast(optimized for speed) version. For the fast version, the             

dynamic power takes 65.28% of total power, and 34.72% for the leakage power. For              

the slow version, the dynamic power takes 71.89% of total power, and 28.11% for the               

leakage  power. 
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For the C testcase “Upsc”, the difference between fast and slow version is not that               

much. The slow(optimized for size) version consumes 3.54% more power than the            

fast(optimized for speed) version. For the fast version, the dynamic power takes            

80.12% of total power, and 19.88% for the leakage power. For the slow version, the               

dynamic  power  takes  80.80%  of total power,  and 19.20%  for  the leakage power. 

For FIR assembly testcase, we think the reason why the slow version consumes so              

much power is that we use the assembly instructions inefficiently and cause too             

much redundant workload for the slow version. For the slow version FIR, the             

computing units keep communicating with other parts of DSP, while the speed            

version is at sleep mode. For C testcase, the power number of the fast and slow                

versions are almost the same. It seems that the C compiler has done a much better                

job  than  the assembly  we make  manually.  

6.3 Unitless energy calculation 

It is not always available to do measurement on the board, and PrimeTime PX              

estimation is very time consuming, especially when the exact power number is not             

needed.  Hence  we provide another  way to get the  useful  number.  

We take “Upsc” testcase as an example, after each analysis is completed, along with              

the relative report files, there is a csv file that records all of the switching activity                

number in the simulation duration. This csv file can be exported to Excel and it looks                

like this, shown  in  the Fig  6-7. 

 

Fig 6-7. The area chart  for Upsc testcase in Excel 

As we know, the energy = power * time. In the Fig 6-7, x-axis stands for the time                  

slices, and y-axis stands for the switching activity. By doing the multiplication            
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between time slices and switching activity, we are able to get the unitless energy              

number,  which is  the blue area in  the  Fig  6-7. 

This area can be approximated easily in Excel, by dividing the curve into smaller              

curves, and then those small ladder-shaped areas can be summed up to get the              

overall area. The unitless area here does not have a clear meaning or definition, but it                

can be used to compare among those different testcases and find out which one is the                

most efficient choice  regarding the power  and  energy.  

Based on the existing analysis, the unitless energy calculation has been applied to             

three testcases we have, which are FIR assembly testcase and Norm, Upsc C             

testcases, shown in the Table 6-3, which shows correlation with the measurement            

and estimation in the chapter  6-2. 

FIR  
size 

FIR  
speed 

Norm  
size 

Norm 
speed 

Upsc  
size 

Upsc  
speed 

123401.555 81946.3155 53406.365 53548.055 909073.435 905171.265 
Table 6-3. The  claculated unitless energy for testcase FIR, Norm and Upsc 

FIR size version consumes significantly more energy than the speed version, while            

the size and speed  versions for  two C testcases show no big  difference. 
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7. Conclusion 
As it has been discussed on the previous chapters, the main goal for this project is to                 

optimize the power in power-aware software development. This main goal can be            

organized into two parts, which are estimation and optimization, as described in the             

introduction chapter. 

7.1 Analysis flow - p4paFlow 

For estimation we introduce the power analysis flow -- “p4paFlow”, described in the             

chapter 4, and the usability and reliability of this flow have been discussed. In              

chapter 6, the correlation between the analysis flow outcome and measurement on            

the real board has been  checked,  using the FIR  assembly  testcase. 

For fine tuning the analysis flow, a calibration was done for results coming from a               

typical device and the PT PX power libraries. Considering there are so many factors              

that may influence the real board measurement and the potential experimental           

errors as a result, the difference between the power number from analysis flow and              

real board measurement is acceptable, and the correlation between them has been            

proved.  

For the optimization work in the chapter 5, the p4paFlow has been used to get the                

full image of power consumption, along with the optimization work. For software            

engineers, the p4paFlow has been proved as a trustworthy tool to go through the              

compiling, simulation, analysis process, and get the power analysis report and           

intuitive GUI in a “push-button” fashion, without the need to go to the real board,               

because of the calibration step which is integrated in the flow so as to produce               

accurate  power  estimations  by  using just  the libraries  

As it has been proved in the chapter 4 and chapter 6, if the exact power number is                  

not needed, the most efficient way is to do a RTL-level analysis using the p4paFlow,               

and the accuracy is good enough, compared with Primetime PX analysis and            

measurement  on the  real  board, which are  far more time-consuming. 

7.2 Power optimization 

The second goal is to demonstrate how software can be used as a secondary knob to                

improve the DSP dynamic power metrics, based on the flow implemented. To exploit             

the optimization methodology, both of the assembly code and C code have been used              

as  testcases. 

For the FIR assembly testcases, according to the outcome from both of the analysis              

flow and the measurement on the board, the fast versions consumes significantly less             
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power than the slow versions. For the C testcases “Norm” and “Upsc”, the difference              

between  the power consumption of fast and slow version is not much. 

For the FIR assembly testcase, we program the fast and slow versions of code              

manually. For the two C testcases “Norm” and “Upsc”, the fast and slow versions of               

code are manipulated by the compiler switches “optimized for size” and “optimized            

for  speed”. 

As shown in the Fig 6-1 and Fig 6-2, the fast version means to complete the task as                  

quickly as possible, then disable the clock and put the system to sleep. The slow               

version means to complete the task slowlier than the fast version. Overall the fast and               

slow versions  have  the same period and workload. 

The fast version that Completes the task as soon as possible has been proved to be                

efficient regarding the power, or at least as efficient as the slow version It is               

reasonable to take the fast option in this case. This fast methodology is also widely               

used by the software engineers nowadays. For software engineers programming C           

code, they may also consider taking the slow option and compile the program to be               

optimized for size, if  they intend to  save more  memory footprint. 

On the other hand, according to our measurement on the board, under the same 30%               

fan speed, the fast version would lead to increasing temperature of the board to 60℃.               

While  the  slow version only reaches  55℃.  

The leakage power also shows relative results. Both of the absolute number of             

leakage power and the ratio it takes in the total power number for the fast version are                 

higher than the slow version. This difference is observed in the FIR assembly             

testcase, from both  of the  analysis  flow outcome and measurement  on the  board. 

Dynamic power is not the only concern. Temperature control is also essential for a              

product on the market. It would influence the integration density, runtime noises            

and service life of some devices such as fan and silicon. After the silicon is produced                

and hardware design is freezed, software engineers still have a second chance to             

make a difference. We think the fast version and its programming methodology can             

lead to negative effect on the temperature, because the fast version would run with              

high activity that causes high temperature and no enough time to cool down during              

sleep period, while the slow version would keep running with lower activity and             

lower temperature. 

The temperature factor is an indication that for thermal critical products, the slow             

version could be preferred, because it seems to spread heat over time and maintain a               

more  stable  temperature over time. 
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Due to the potential experimental errors and the lack of other evidences, this             

assumption cannot be confirmed. But it may be an issue for software engineers and              

architects  to  think  about.  
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8. Future work 
In this project, our main goal -- power-aware software development has been            

realized, as it has been discussed in the previous chapters. But there are still some               

work  remains for the future. 

According to the discussion in the chapter 6, in the same period with the same               

workload, the slow version consumes more power than the fast version. We conclude             

that the difference between the outcome of slow version and fast version is because              

there are so many DPSs on the board and so many other components other than the                

CUs that consume considerable number of power. The slow version takes longer time             

than the fast version to complete, meanwhile all of the relative components have to              

stay active. The fast version would complete the task as quickly as possible, then              

disable the  clock  signal  and the system  would  go  to  sleep. 

We are still curious about which components on the board cause this difference             

between fast and slow version. Our idea for the future is to screen the power               

consumption of each component one by one to find out which components are the              

main  contributors. 

According to the discussion in the chapter 6 and chapter 7, form both of the analysis                

flow and measurement on the board of FIR assembly testcase, the fast version causes              

more increasing temperature and leakage power dissipation. Due to the potential           

experimental errors and the lack of other evidences, this assumption cannot be            

confirmed. 

Our plan for the future is to rule out other interferers and confirm the difference in                

temperatures and leakage power. In order to test our assumption, How to monitor             

the temperature in a more fine-grain way should also be made clear, so that we can                

find out how the temperature varies at the peak or sleep period for the fast version,                

or  how the temperature remains stable for  the slow version. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Help information for p4paFlow command line 
 
if {  $clarg ( isHelp ) eq "true"  } { 

  puts  "\n  #Usage  : run  the  ActivityExplorer  flow" 

  puts  " #Please check the  readme  file  before  starting the process" 

  puts  " #Parameters with mark  *  are  compulsory  and  need  to  be  specified" 

  puts  " #At  least and  at most  one  of -c,  -asm and  -dmp  should  be  specified  " 

  puts  "                                                               " 

  puts  "Testcase name                   -name*  <tcName>" 

  puts  "c input path                    -c     <FULL path  txt>   " 

  puts  "asm input path                 -asm   <FULL path>      " 

  puts  "dmp input path                 -dmp   <FULL path>      " 

  puts  "Analysis level                 -level  <RTL,GATE,PT>     default  RTL" 

  puts  "ActivityExplorer resolution     -res   <L,  M, H>        default  Medium" 

  puts  "VCD start time                 -start  <vcdStartTimeNs>  should be more  than  300, 

default  300" 

  puts  "VCD end  time                    -end   <vcdEndTimeNs>   default  simulation ends 

automatically" 

  puts  "call GUI or not                 -ae     <0 or 1>         default  0 not to call 

activity explorer GUI" 

  puts  "Reuse  which directory           -reuse  </xx/yyy_timestamp>  default  no reuse, go 

through  the  entire  flow" 

  puts  "                                                   " 

  puts  "For reuse,  only  -reuse  </xx/yyy_timestamp>  specifying  the  reuse  directory  is 

compulsory, Please  make  sure </xx/yyy_timestamp> is the  FULL path"  

  puts  "For reuse,  GUI  '-ae' and  analysis level '-level  <RTL,GATE,PT>' can be  changed  by 

command  line.  For  other parameters, please  check the  config  file  in the  pointed  reuse 

directory" 

  puts  "Reuse  would read  the  parameters  from  the existing config  file in the pointed reuse 

directory,  hence all  other command line  parameters  except  '-ae' and  '-level' would be 

ignored"  

  puts  "                                                   " 

  exit 

}\ 
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Appendix B. Phoenix 4 DSP layout in ActivityExplorer 
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Appendix C. Phoenix 4 DSP Automated Power Analysis Flow. 

Background 
The advent of FinFET technology necessitates a shift towards early dynamic power 
awareness, not only for ASIC block designers but also for SW engineers that develop code 
for those blocks. 
CMOS dynamic power is typically reduced by optimizing the RTL models in terms of 
switching activity and clock gating efficiency. For non-programmable blocks there is not 
much to be done after RTL freeze. Programmable blocks though, like the Phoenix 4 Digital 
Signal Processor, can have a “second chance” for low power even after silicon is produced 
by efficient use of the SW source code in order to impact the dynamic power metrics. 
A small SW-induced power saving in each DSP instance could make a big difference at the 
system level. This requires a "full-stack" of power awareness all the way from the DSP HW 
model up to the SW IDE, in order to associate a line in the source code with the toggling 
behavior of the HW model while execution. 
In order to realize a "full-stack" of power awareness for the Phoenix 4 DSP, an encapsulated 
flow for the SW developers is presented below. The flow connects the SW IDE entry point to 
the low level, complex HW power analysis tools. The outcome is transparent extraction of 
power metrics using a user friendly flow that offers very short turnaround time for results to 
facilitate quick power exploration and profiling. 
The following sections demonstrate how SW can be used as a secondary knob to improve 
the DSP dynamic power metrics, based on the flow implemented and the utilization of the 
analysis results. 
  
  

Introduction 
The basic structure of Phoenix 4 DSP Automated Power Analysis Flow (p4paFlow) is as 
shown in the graph below. The p4paFlow uses .c .asm or .dmp programs as input, the 
outcome in the end can be .rpt  report files or bringing up the ActivityExplorer GUI. 
Other input parameters allow users to manipulate the analysis and do further investigation if 
they want. 
To make lives easier, most of the parameters have default values, which can be checked by 
eg. % p4paFlow --h 
  
 

Setting up the analysis environment  
#Ericsson internal, skipped. 
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Before triggerring the p4paFlow 
For the c input, to support the multiple c input files, an absolute path of txt file should be 
pointed with by the flag "-c". Please specify the absolute path of your c input files in the txt 
file, if multiple c files needed, separate them line by line. 
For .asm and .dmp files, only single file supported, please specify the absolute path of .asm 
or .dmp file with flag "-asm" or "-dmp". 
The outcome would be generated at path: /vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/ 
The p4paFlow can be run from anywhere, but no additional directories or files would be 
needed or generated in your own directory. 
  
  

Trigger the p4paFlow help 
This p4paFlow is designed to be as compact as possible, a quick guideline can be called by 
flag "--h" or "–help". 

eg. % p4paFlow --h 
  
  

After triggerring the p4paFlow 
The generated outcome directory would be in the $PROJVOB/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results, 
and the specific path would be printed when the p4paFlow is done, named with testcase 
name and timestamp, eg. 
"$PROJVOB/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-tcName_%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S". 
Inside this directory, there are: 

1. "config.txt": overall config file for the p4paFlow. 
2. "reports" to store the outcome of RTL, Gate and PrimeTime PX analysis outcome. 

Inside each result directory, there would be "full window vcd analysis" to store the full 
window vcd analysis outcome and "(startTime)_(endTime)" directory for specified 
duration. 

3. "flow_sw_input": (usually don't care) consisting of the compiled and .dmp file as the 
input of the whole flow.  

4. "sim": (usually don't care) simulation directory. 
The "config.txt" and "reports" are the most useful parts for users. 

  

Re-use the previous p4paFlow outcome 
To narrow down the hot zone or investigate some specific zones further, previous p4paFlow 
outcome can be re-used by command line using flag "-reuse", The reuse can be triggered by 
pointing to the FULL PATH of previous generated directory. 

eg. % p4paFlow -reuse 
$PROJVOB/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-tcName_%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S. 

The MOST important file for reuse: 
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"config.txt" in generated directory "p4pa-tcName_%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S" that you point 
to can be modified, so that users can change some parameters during the reuse. 
VCD start and end time, RTL analysis start and end time, Gate analysis start and end time, 
PrimeTime analysis start and end time can be modified, please check the config.txt for 
details. 
ALSO IMPORTANT: 
The VCD dumping for each of RTL-level simulation and Gate-level simulation can only be 
done at most once. For reuse, the VCD dumping and simulation can only be done at most 
once for Gate-level only if the Gate-level simulation has not been done bofore. After that, the 
p4paFlow would not respond to any changes of VCD dumping start or end time. In this case, 
we suggest that users do big window simulation and VCD dumping beforehand, and then 
reuse different analysis window to narrow down.  
  
  

Example 1. RTL-level analysis 
Running RTL analysis is very simple in this case, because we do not have to specify many 
command line arguments and just use the default setting. (For the description for available 
arguments, please check the % p4paFlow --h). Please note that the path of p4paFlow here 
may be different. 
% p4paFlow -asm /vobs/asic/flexasic/common/src/hw/fader2/tests/mac_stress_p4.asm 
-name test_asm_RTL 
"-asm" specifys the path of .asm input, "-name" spcifys the test case name, and we get the 
following outcome by running the command: 
For convenience, the generated directory is printed here and we can easily cd to that 
directory and check the outcome. Inside the directory, those files inside the "reports"  are 
interesting for us. 
 Above that, "GUI skipped" is shown, that means the ActivityExplorer GUI would not be 
called by default, and GUI can be called by flag "-ae 1" if you want. 
eg. % p4paFlow -asm /vobs/asic/flexasic/common/src/hw/fader2/tests/mac_stress_p4.asm 
-name test_asm_RTL -ae 1 
  
  

Example 2. Reuse the previous directory 
In example 1, we ran the flow and got generated directory, and now we decide that it needs 
further investigation by calling the ActivityExplorer GUI. The comand line is as following: 
% p4paFlow -reuse 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57 
-ae 1 
Now the ActivityExplorer GUI would be activated. 
  
  

Example 3. Reuse the previous directory for Gate-level analysis  
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Now we would have a more complex example, based on previous analysis and outcome in 
ActivityExplorer GUI, the hot zone that we may be interested in is from 1300ns to 2500ns. 
Hence we plan to get more details about this zone. 
The first step is to modify the config.txt in the reuse directory, to make our lives easier, the 
full path of config.txt would be printed when the previous analysis is done, so that we can 
use our favorite editor to edit it. 
eg. % gedit 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57/
config.txt 

#Automatically generated config file, time unit: ns 
#If needed, replace the '-' with your user_defined value 
 
#Simulation level of generated file, should NOT be modified, undefined means default 
RTL. (use command line if you want to change level) 
undefined 
 
#Test case name 
test_asm_RTL 
#Test case name cannot be modified 
 
#VCD dump start time, default above, user-defined below 
300 
1300 
 
#VCD dump end time, default value automatically generated from RTL-level simulation, 
default above, user-defined below 
10201.99 
2500 
 
#RTL analysis start time 
- 
 
#RTL analysis end time 
- 
 
#Gate analysis start time 
- 
 
#Gate analysis end time 
- 
 
#PrimeTime analysis start time 
- 
 
#PrimeTime analysis end time 
- 
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In the config.txt, we replace the "-" with our user-defined values 1300 and 2500 for VCD 
dump start time and end time. And the flow would only dump the specified duration 
1300-2500ns during the simulation. Then we can call the command line: 
eg. % p4paFlow -reuse 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57 
-level GATE -ae 1 
We reuse the pointed directory as before, do the more accurate gate level analysis (which is 
also more time consuming) and then call the ActivityExplorer GUI. 
According to the analysis synopsis in the screenshot above, the VCD dump window is now 
1300 - 2500ns. The outcome is also shown in the activity roadmap in GUI. 
  
Clock gating efficiency 
  
  

Example 4. Reuse the previous directory for more details 
In example 3, the Gate-level analysis for 1300-2500ns has been done, but we are not 
satisfied with the detials shown in GUI, and we wanna go deep into the peak in duration 
1930 - 2300ns. Hence we modity the config.txt as following: 
eg. % gedit 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57/
config.txt 

#Automatically generated config file, time unit: ns 
#If needed, replace the '-' with your user_defined value 
 
#Simulation level of generated file, should NOT be modified, undefined means default 
RTL. (use command line if you want to change level) 
GATE 
 
#Test case name 
test_asm_RTL 
#Test case name cannot be modified 
 
#VCD dump start time, default above, user-defined below 
300 
1300 
 
#VCD dump end time, default value automatically generated from RTL-level simulation, 
default above, user-defined below 
10201.99 
2500 
 
#RTL analysis start time 
- 
 
#RTL analysis end time 
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- 
 
#Gate analysis start time 
1930 
 
#Gate analysis end time 
2300 
 
#PrimeTime analysis start time 
- 
 
#PrimeTime analysis end time 
- 

And then we call the comand line: 
eg. % p4paFlow -reuse 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57 
-level GATE -res H -ae 1 
Now it can be observed that there are much more arguments here, compared with the 
example 1, because we didn't specify them and used the default values in the previous 
examples. "-level" specifys the analysis level as GATE level, which is RTL level by default. 
"-res" specifys the analysis resolution as "H" - High resolution, which is "M" -medium 
resolution by default. We get the following outcome by running the command: 
As it is shown in the screenshot above, the analysis window is now 1930-2300ns. And we 
can get more details from the ActivityExplorer GUI as shown in the graph below: 
  
  

Example 5. Reuse the previous directory with PrimeTime PX 
To get exact number of power cosumption and more details about the previous directory. We 
may need to run the PrimeTime PX as our final step. Because it really takes time, and we 
only use it to analyze a specific and narrow window that we have found it interesting during 
the previous analysis. 
eg. % p4paFlow -reuse 
/vobs/asic/predev/src/moxy/power/p4pa/results/p4pa-test_asm_RTL_2017-03-21_18-41-57 
-level PT & 
By running the command above, we got: 
  
we can then cd to the reports directory and read the generated reports from PrimeTime PX. 
A paragraph in avg_activity_emca shows: 
The outcome above can relate to the certain area shown in the ActivityExplorer GUI that we 
have already done in the previous steps: 
  
  

Example 6. Marking specific time windows from within the source code 
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Above we discussed how to do detail analysis on specific parts of time in the vcd files. To 
get those time window that might be interesting for us, 
we can associate specific lines in code with actual activity time window and power by adding 
some flag sentences to the asm or c code, which are able to mark the certain areas in the 
code and provide us the time window for those areas after the simulation. 
This can be realized by write DEADBEE and DEADFAC (brown part) to the bus before and 
after the area you are interested in, here is an example below : 

... 
// Flag start 0 
mv 0xDEAD, a0h 
mv 0xBEE0, a0l 
mv 0x0000, a1h 
mv 0x00FF, a1l 
astore a0, *a1 

TNR(#5) 
mv #0, tconfig0 | mv #0, tscale0 
mv #0x8000, tcount0 | mv #0x1000, tconfig0 
push tcount0 
push tcount0 
push tcount0 
TPOP(#0x7ffe) 
TPOP(#0x7fff) 
TPOP(#0x8000) 
mv #0, tconfig0 

// Flag end 0 
mv 0xDEAD, a0h 
mv 0xFAC0, a0l 
mv 0x0000, a1h 
mv 0x00FF, a1l 
astore a0, *a1 

// test scale range 
// Flag start 1 
mv 0xDEAD, a0h 
mv 0xBEE1, a0l 
mv 0x0000, a1h 
mv 0x00FF, a1l 
astore a0, *a1 

TNR(#6) 
mv #0x1800, tscale0 
mv #0, tcount0 | mv #0x1000, tconfig0 
push tconfig0 
push tconfig0 
push tconfig0 
TPOP(#0x17fe) 
TPOP(#0x17ff) 
TPOP(#0x1800) 
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mv #0, tconfig0 
// Flag end 1 
mv 0xDEAD, a0h 
mv 0xFAC1, a0l 
mv 0x0000, a1h 
mv 0x00FF, a1l 
astore a0, *a1 
... 

The p4paFlow supports 16 (0-F) flag time window from DEADBEE0-DEADFAC0 up to 
DEADBEEF-DEADFACF, and would automatically detect the DEADBEE and DEADFAC 
during the simulation and record the time window for each of it. After running the p4paFlow, 
such time windows would be shown in the ANALYSIS SYNOPSIS, that enable us to get the 
time window and set the parameters for reuse easily. 
  
And we can check those windows in the ActivityExploer easily. 
  
p4paFlow would automatically detect the DEADBEE and DEADFAC during the simulation if 
those flags have been added to the asm or c code, and no other command line arguments or 
setup are needed. 
  
  

Example 9. Compile multiple c files using different sompiler switches 
To compile multiple c files, the FULL path of those .c files should be specified in a txt file, 
and separated with new lines as following: 
/proj/asic_no_backup/predev/verif/emeiszh/ctest/norm_sum/srcsize/main.c 
/proj/asic_no_backup/predev/verif/emeiszh/ctest/norm_sum/srcsize/ull1pe_dem_norm_sum.
c 
Such txt file can be used as the input of the p4paFlow as following: 
eg. % p4paFlow -c /proj/asic_no_backup/predev/verif/emeiszh/p4paFlow/cpath.txt -name 
checkC -ae 1 -o speed 
Flag "-o" specifies which compiler switch would be used. There are 3 options available. 
Compiler can optimize the program for speed, size, and if flag "-o" is not specified, default 
mode would be applied.  
And marked flags can also be added in the c program to mark specific lines of the program, 
by defining startMarker(0), endMarker(0), startMarker(1), endMarker(1)...as following. 

static const unsigned long _START_MARKER = 0xDEADBEE0ul; 
static const unsigned long _END_MARKER = 0xDEADFAC0ul; 
static volatile __cm unsigned long simMarker; 
static inline void startMarker(unsigned int i) 
{ 
simMarker = _START_MARKER + i; 
} 
 
static inline void endMarker(unsigned int i) 
{ 
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simMarker = _END_MARKER + i; 
} 

By adding those startMarker(0), endMarker(0), startMarker(1), endMarker(1)... flags in the c 
program, marked window can be observed in the ActivityExplorer GUI after the analysis 
complete. 
  

Example 8. How to validate RTL vs Gate level simulation outcome 
correctness 
In this case users can use .c .asm or .dmp files as input and call flag "-sanity 1". Both of RTL 
and Gate level simulation would be done and the correctness would be checked. 
eg. % p4paFlow -c /proj/asic_no_backup/predev/verif/emeiszh/p4paFlow/inputPath.txt 
-sanity 1 
The .txt file " /proj/asic_no_backup/predev/verif/emeiszh/p4paFlow/inputPath.txt" pointed by 
the "-c" flag contains the full path of .c input file for simulation. 
It would compare the outcome from both of RTL and Gate level simulation. Identical 
outcome means the simulation outcome is correct, different means there is something 
wrong. After the sanity checking is completed, the generated directory would be deleted. 
  
  

To sum up 
With the previous examples, the analysis process of a certain testcase is shown. Our 
suggestion is that users would be better off to following these steps when hanling their own 
analysis. 

1. Do a compact and time-saving RTL-level simulation and analysis to get the full basic 
scope of the testcase (full source code testcase window). 

1. narrow down on specific areas of interest while still at RTL 
2.      Then run the Gate-level analysis. A gate level analysis is generally much more time 
consuming than RTL, especially PrimeTime-PX, but we are able to know exactly where to 
focus from the previous RTL step, we can cut the gate level analysis time a lot and make it 
run very fast. 
1.      A gate level analysis offers detailed activity quantification plus the very important metric 
of clock gating efficiency. PrimeTime PX can offer power estimation as well as detailed 
metrics on memory accesses (LPM/LDM) as highlighted in the previous sections.  
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